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(57) ABSTRACT 

In ultrasound imaging, acquired images are corrupted by 
sloWly varying multiplicative non-uniformity. When the 
image is corrected for non-uniformity alone, noise in the 
dark regions of the original image becomes multiplicatively 
enhanced, thereby providing an unnatural look to the image. 
A pre-?ltering technique is used to reduce noise in ultra 
sound pixel images by shrinking initial image data and 
processing the shrunken image With knoWn segmentation 
based ?ltering techniques that identify and differentially 
process structures Within the image. The segmentation is 
based on both gradient threshold and the distance from the 
near ?eld of the ultrasound image. This modi?cation selec 
tively suppresses near-?eld artifacts. After processing, the 
shrunken image is enlarged to the dimensions of the initial 
data and then blended With the initial image to form the ?nal 
image. During blending, a small predetermined fraction of 
intensity-dependent, uniform random noise is added to the 
non-structure region pixels Whose intensities are above a 
pre-speci?ed intensity threshold, to mitigate ultrasound 
speckles While leaving non-echogenic regions undisturbed. 
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COMPUTATIONALLY EFFICIENT NOISE 
REDUCTION FILTER FOR ENHANCEMENT OF 

ULTRASOUND IMAGES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part applica 
tion claiming priority from US. patent application Ser. No. 
09/990,031 ?led on Nov. 21, 2001, the speci?cation and 
drawings of Which are incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

[0002] This invention generally relates to imaging for the 
purpose of medical diagnosis. In particular, the invention 
relates to methods for imaging tissue and blood ?oW by 
detecting ultrasonic echoes re?ected from a scanned region 
of interest in a human body. 

[0003] Conventional ultrasound scanners are capable of 
operating in different imaging modes. In the B mode, for 
example, tWo-dimensional images can be generated in 
Which the brightness of each display pixel is derived from 
the value or amplitude of a respective acoustic data sample 
representing the echo signal returned from a respective focal 
position Within a scan region. 

[0004] In B-mode imaging, an ultrasound transducer array 
is activated to transmit beams focused at respective focal 
positions in a scan plane. After each transmit ?ring, the echo 
signals detected by the transducer array elements are fed to 
respective receive channels of a receiver beam-former, 
Which converts the analog signals to digital signals, imparts 
the proper receive focus time delays and sums the time 
delayed digital signals. For each transmit ?ring, the resulting 
vector of raW acoustic data samples represents the total 
ultrasonic energy re?ected from a succession of ranges 
along a receive beam direction. Alternatively, in multi-line 
acquisition tWo or more receive beams can be acquired 
folloWing each transmit ?ring. 

[0005] In conventional B-mode imaging, each vector of 
raW acoustic data samples is envelope detected and the 
resulting acoustic data is compressed (e.g., using a logarith 
mic compression curve). The compressed acoustic data is 
output to a scan converter, Which transforms the acoustic 
data format into a video data format suitable for display on 
a monitor having a conventional array of roWs and columns 
of pixels. This video data is typically referred to as “raW 
pixel intensity values”. The frames of raW pixel intensity 
data are mapped to a gray scale for video display. Each 
gray-scale image frame, typically referred to as “gray-scale 
pixel intensity values”, is then sent to the video monitor for 
display. In the case Where a one-to-one gray-scale mapping 
is in effect, the raW and gray-scale pixel intensity values Will 
be one and the same. 

[0006] While a number of image processing parameters 
may control the ?nal image presentation, it is often dif?cult 
to determine Which of these parameters, or Which combina 
tion of the parameters, may be adjusted to provide the 
optimal image presentation. Often, the image processing 
techniques must be adjusted in accordance With empirical 
feedback from an operator, such as a physician or technician. 

[0007] The facility With Which a reconstructed discrete 
pixel image may be interpreted by an observer may rely 
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upon intuitive factors of Which the observer may not be 
consciously aWare. For example, in medical diagnostic 
ultrasound imaging, a physician or radiologist may seek 
speci?c structures or speci?c features in an image such as 
bone, soft tissue or ?uids. Such structures may be physically 
de?ned in the image by contiguous edges, contrast, texture, 
and so forth. 

[0008] The presentation of such features often depends 
heavily upon the particular image processing technique 
employed for converting the detected values representative 
of each pixel to modi?ed values used in the ?nal image. The 
image processing technique employed can therefore greatly 
affect the ability of an observer or an analytical device to 
recogniZe salient features of interest. The technique should 
carefully maintain recogniZable structures of interest, as 
Well as abnormal or unusual structures, While providing 
adequate textural and contrast information for interpretation 
of these structures and surrounding background. Ideally the 
technique Will perform these functions in a computationally 
ef?cient manner so that processing times, as Well as hard 
Ware requirements, can be minimized. 

[0009] In ultrasound imaging, acquired images can be 
corrupted by sloWly varying multiplicative inhomogeneities 
or non-uniformities in spatial intensity. Such non-uniformi 
ties can hinder visualiZation of the entire image at a given 
time, and can also hinder automated image analysis. When 
the image is corrected for non-uniformity alone, noise in the 
dark regions of the original image becomes multiplicatively 
enhanced thereby providing an unnatural look to the image. 
Such images are usually not preferred by radiologists. 

[0010] There is a need for a computationally ef?cient 
method of pre-?ltering ultrasound images in real time to 
reduce noise prior to the performance of additional image 
enhancement steps such as non-uniformity equaliZation and 
contrast enhancement. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

[0011] The invention is directed to improving ultrasound 
images by means of image ?ltering. The image ?ltering is 
especially useful in combination With subsequent image 
enhancement steps, namely, non-uniformity equaliZation 
and contrast enhancement, but the image ?ltering process of 
the invention is independent of the subsequent image 
enhancement processes utiliZed. 

[0012] The invention provides an improved technique for 
enhancing discrete pixel ultrasound images Which is com 
putationally ef?cient and Which maintains image quality. 
The technique combines multi-resolution decomposition 
With a segmentation-based technique that identi?es struc 
tures Within an image and separately processes the pixels 
associated With those structures. This combination exploits 
the redundancies of an image While also alloWing the 
separate processing of structures and non-structures. 

[0013] Because of the efficiency of the disclosed tech 
nique, real-time or near real-time ultrasound imaging may be 
performed Without utiliZing hardWare-based noise reduction 
techniques that can result in degraded, inferior images. In an 
exemplary embodiment, multi-resolution decomposition 
occurs When an input is shrunk by a given factor, alloWing 
for the exploitation of redundancies in the image during 
subsequent processing. The shrunken image is then pro 
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cessed using a segmentation-based technique that begins by 
identifying the structural elements Within a blurred or 
smoothed image. The segmentation is based on both gradi 
ent threshold and the distance from the near ?eld. This 
segmentation processing renders the structural details more 
robust and less susceptible to noise and selectively sup 
presses near-?eld artifacts. While small, isolated regions 
may be ?ltered out of the image, certain of these may be 
recovered to maintain edge and feature continuity. 

[0014] FolloWing identi?cation of the structures, portions 
of the image, including structural and non-structural regions, 
are smoothed. Structural regions are smoothed to enhance 
structural features in dominant orientations, thereby provid 
ing consistency both along and across structures. Non 
structural regions may be homogeniZed to provide an under 
standable background for the salient structures. 

[0015] Upon completion of the segmentation-based pro 
cessing, the image is expanded by the same factor used 
during shrinking, thereby returning the image to its original 
siZe. Original texture is then added back to non-structural 
regions by blending to further facilitate interpretation of 
both the non-structural and structural features. In addition, a 
small predetermined fraction of intensity-dependent, uni 
form random noise is added to the non-structure region 
pixels Whose intensities are above a predetermined intensity 
threshold, thereby mitigating ultrasound speckle in the 
expanded image While leaving non-echogenic subregions of 
the non-structure region undisturbed. 

[0016] One aspect of the invention is an ultrasound imag 
ing system comprising a data acquisition system for acquir 
ing acoustic data, an image processor for converting acoustic 
data into a set of pixel intensity values for each image, a 
display monitor for displaying images, and a computer 
programmed to perform the folloWing steps: (a) shrinking an 
initial image by a predetermined factor to produce a 
shrunken image; (b) creating a ?rst binary mask as a 
function of Whether pixels of the shrunken image have 
gradients greater than a gradient threshold and locations 
more than a predetermined distance from a near ?eld in the 
shrunken image; (c) ?ltering pixels corresponding to struc 
tural components in the shrunken image in accordance With 
a ?rst ?ltering algorithm, the structural components being 
identi?ed by the ?rst binary mask; (d) ?ltering pixels 
corresponding to non-structural components in the shrunken 
image in accordance With a second ?ltering algorithm dif 
ferent than the ?rst ?ltering algorithm, the non-structural 
components being identi?ed by the ?rst binary mask (e) 
expanding the ?ltered image and the ?rst binary mask by the 
predetermined factor to produce an expanded image and a 
?rst expanded binary mask; blending one or more 
selected regions of the expanded image With a correspond 
ing region or regions of the initial image, the blending being 
a function of the ?rst binary mask; (g) adding uniform 
random noise to one or more selected echogenic non 

structural regions of the expanded image; and (h) outputting 
a ?nal image to the display monitor, the ?nal image being 
derived by performing at least steps (a) through 

[0017] Another aspect of the invention is a method for 
?ltering an ultrasound image, comprising the folloWing 
steps: (a) shrinking an initial image by a predetermined 
factor to produce a shrunken image; (b) creating a ?rst 
binary mask as a function of Whether pixels of the shrunken 
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image have gradients greater than a gradient threshold and 
locations more than a predetermined distance from a near 
?eld in the shrunken image; (c) ?ltering pixels correspond 
ing to structural components in the shrunken image in 
accordance With a ?rst ?ltering algorithm, the structural 
components being identi?ed by the ?rst binary mask; (d) 
?ltering pixels corresponding to non-structural components 
in the shrunken image in accordance With a second ?ltering 
algorithm different than the ?rst ?ltering algorithm, the 
non-structural components being identi?ed by the ?rst 
binary mask (e) expanding the ?ltered image and the ?rst 
binary mask by the predetermined factor to produce an 

expanded image and a ?rst expanded binary mask; blending one or more selected regions of the expanded 

image With a corresponding region or regions of the initial 
image, the blending being a function of the ?rst binary mask; 
and (g) adding uniform random noise to one or more 
selected echogenic non-structural regions of the expanded 
image to form a ?nal image suitable for display or further 
image enhancement. 

[0018] A further aspect of the invention is an ultrasound 
image ?lter comprising: means for shrinking an initial image 
by a predetermined factor to produce a shrunken image; 
means for orientation smoothing pixels corresponding to 
structural components in the shrunken image; means for 
iteratively loW-pass ?ltering pixels corresponding to non 
structural components in the shrunken image; means for 
expanding the ?ltered image by the predetermined factor to 
produce an expanded image; means for blending one or 
more selected regions of the expanded image With a corre 
sponding region or regions of the initial image, the blending 
being a function of Whether the corresponding pixel of the 
shrunken image has a gradient greater than a gradient 
threshold and a location more than a predetermined distance 
from a near ?eld in the shrunken image; and means for 
adding uniform random noise to one or more selected 
echogenic non-structural regions of the expanded image to 
form a ?nal image suitable for display or further image 
enhancement. 

[0019] Yet another aspect of the invention is a method for 
?ltering an ultrasound image, comprising the folloWing 
steps: shrinking an initial image by a predetermined factor to 
produce a shrunken image; orientation smoothing pixels 
corresponding to structural components in the shrunken 
image; iteratively loW-pass ?ltering pixels corresponding to 
non-structural components in the shrunken image; expand 
ing the ?ltered image by the predetermined factor to produce 
an expanded image; blending one or more selected regions 
of the expanded image With a corresponding region or 
regions of the initial image, the blending being a function of 
Whether the corresponding pixel of the shrunken image has 
a gradient greater than a gradient threshold and a location 
more than a predetermined distance from a near ?eld in the 
shrunken image; and adding uniform random noise to one or 
more selected echogenic non-structural regions of the 
expanded image to form a ?nal image suitable for display or 
further image enhancement. 

[0020] A further aspect of the invention is a method for 
mitigating speckle in an ultrasound image, comprising the 
folloWing steps: creating a binary mask having a ?rst value 
binary value for each pixel of an image that satis?es a ?rst 
condition of having a gradient greater than a gradient 
threshold and a second condition of having an intensity 
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greater than a predetermined intensity level, and a second 
binary value for each pixel that does not meet both the ?rst 
and second conditions; and adding uniform random noise to 
each pixel of the image that corresponds to a pixel in the 
binary mask having the ?rst binary value and not adding 
noise to other pixels of the image. 

[0021] Another aspect of the invention is an ultrasound 
imaging system comprising a data acquisition system for 
acquiring acoustic data, an image processor for converting 
acoustic data into a set of pixel intensity values for each 
image, a display monitor for displaying images, and a 
computer programmed to perform the folloWing steps: (a) 
creating a binary mask having a ?rst value binary value for 
each pixel of an image that satis?es a ?rst condition of 
having a gradient greater than a gradient threshold and a 
second condition of having an intensity greater than a 
predetermined intensity level, and a second binary value for 
each pixel that does not meet both the ?rst and second 
conditions; (b) adding uniform random noise to each pixel of 
the image that corresponds to a pixel in the binary mask 
having the ?rst binary value and not adding noise to other 
pixels of the image; and (c) outputting a ?nal image to the 
display monitor, the ?nal image being derived by perform 
ing at least steps (a) and 

[0022] Other aspects of the invention are disclosed and 
claimed beloW. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0023] FIG. 1 is a block diagram generally showing a 
typical B-mode ultrasound imaging system. 

[0024] FIG. 2 is a diagram of an exemplary discrete pixel 
image made up of a matrix of pixels having varying inten 
sities de?ning structures and non-structures. 

[0025] FIG. 3 is a ?oWchart illustrating the progression of 
an image through multi-resolution decomposition and seg 
mentation-based processing. 

[0026] FIG. 4 is a ?oWchart illustrating steps in exem 
plary control logic for multi-resolution decomposition of a 
discrete pixel ultrasound image, identi?cation of structures 
in that image and enhancement of both structural and 
non-structural regions in the image. 

[0027] FIG. 5 is a schematic shoWing exemplary near and 
far ?elds in a sector-shaped ultrasound image. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0028] Referring to FIG. 1, a B-mode ultrasound imaging 
system typically comprises a transducer array 2, a beam 
former 4, a B-mode image processor 6, a host computer 8 
and a display monitor 10. The transducer array 2 comprises 
a multiplicity of transducer elements Which are activated by 
a transmitter in beamformer 4 to transmit an ultrasound 
beam focused at a transmit focal position. The return RF 
signals are detected by the transducer elements and then 
dynamically focused at successive ranges along a scan line 
by a receiver in beamformer 4 to form a receive vector of 
raW acoustic data samples. The beamformer output data (I/Q 
or RF) for each scan line is passed through a B-mode image 
processor 6, Which processes the raW acoustic data into pixel 
image data in a format suitable for display by the display 
monitor 10. 
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[0029] System control is centered in a host computer 8, 
Which accepts operator inputs through an operator interface 
(not shoWn), analyZes the acquired data and controls the 
various subsystems based on operator inputs and the results 
of data analysis. The host computer 8 may be programmed 
to perform the folloWing functions: (1) providing transmit 
and beamforming parameters to the beamformer 4; (2) 
providing gray mappings to the B-mode image processor 6; 
(3) retrieving an image frame from memory, re-scaling that 
image frame and then sending the re-scaled image to the 
display monitor for display in a Zoom mode; and (4) 
providing data compression curves to the B-mode image 
processor 6. Preferably, the gray map, beamforming param 
eters and compression curves are provided in the form of 
lookup tables stored in random access memory. Although 
FIG. 1 depicts separate paths for the communications to and 
from the host computer 8, it Will be readily appreciated that 
these communications may take place over a common 
channel or system bus. 

[0030] In an ultrasound image acquisition system, usually 
signi?cant care is taken to sample the data at a frequency 
that is at least tWice the highest spatial frequency of interest. 
In many cases, potential problems are avoided by over 
sampling. HoWever, While visualiZing an ultrasound image, 
variations from pixel to pixel due to acquisition noise, Which 
is usually random, can be seen. In most image acquisition 
systems, additional structured noise (i.e., artifacts) Will be 
present. In accordance With one embodiment of the present 
invention, the host computer 8 of the ultrasound imaging 
system depicted in FIG. 1 may be programmed to retrieve 
successive image frames of raW pixel intensity data from 
image processor 6 and then perform image ?ltering compu 
tations to reduce noise. 

[0031] In order to mitigate random noise, many noise 
reduction ?lters have been proposed. Many of them use 
multi-resolution decomposition (e.g., Wavelet-based tech 
niques), Which decomposes the image into various fre 
quency bands, processes each band separately and then 
regroups all the frequency bands together to reconstitute the 
image. This class of techniques has the advantage of modi 
fying a speci?c spatial frequency band of the image. A 
Well-knoWn corollary of these techniques in image compres 
sion is that substantially all the redundancies at a given scale 
are exploited to achieve high compression ratios Without 
sacri?cing the compression quality in these images. Another 
class of ?lters is segmentation-based. This class of tech 
niques decomposes the image based on structures and non 
structures, processes structures and non-structures sepa 
rately and then recombines the processed structures and 
non-structures to form the ?nal ?ltered image. Unlike in the 
previous case, this class of methods exploits the spatial 
connectedness of structures to substantially perform differ 
ent operations on structures and non-structures. 

[0032] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary image 50 com 
posed of a matrix of discrete pixels 52 disposed adjacent to 
one another in a series of roWs 54 and columns 56. These 
roWs and columns of pixels provide a pre-established matrix 
Width 58 and matrix height 60. Typical matrix dimensions 
may include 256x256 pixels; 512x512 pixels; 1,024><1,024 
pixels, and so forth. The particular image matrix siZe may be 
selected via an operator interface (not shoWn in FIG. 1) and 
may vary depending upon such factors as the subject to be 
imaged and the resolution desired. 
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[0033] As seen in FIG. 2, exemplary image 50 includes 
structural regions 62, illustrated as consisting of long, con 
tiguous lines de?ned by adjacent pixels. Image 50 also 
includes non-structural regions 64 lying outside of structural 
regions 62. Image 50 may also include isolated artifacts 66 
of various siZes (i.e., varying number of adjacent pixels), 
Which may be de?ned as structural regions, or Which may be 
eliminated from the de?nition of structure in accordance 
With the techniques described beloW. It should be understood 
that the structures and features of exemplary image 50 are 
also features of the speci?c and modi?ed images discussed 
beloW in relation to FIGS. 3 and 4. 

[0034] A highly abstracted rendition of image ?ltering in 
accordance With one embodiment of the invention is illus 
trated in FIG. 3, beginning With the input of the raW signal 
data as input image 70 (ImW). Input image 70 is shrunk by 
a user-raW con?gurable parameter (interp) to create a 
shrunken image 72 (lshmnk). Shrunken image 72 undergoes 
normaliZation to create a normaliZed image 74 (lnmmal). 
Threshold criteria are applied to identify structures Within 
the normaliZed image 74. The structures identi?ed are used 
to generate a structure mask 76 (Mstrucme) that is used in 
subsequent processing to distinguish both structure and 
non-structure regions, alloWing differential processing of 
these regions. The mask is based on both gradient threshold 
and the distance of the pixel from the near ?eld. This is to 
selectively suppress near-?eld artifacts. The normaliZed 
image 74 is ?ltered to reduce noise via structure mask 76, 
thereby creating an intermediate ?ltered image 78 (l?lmed) 
that is subsequently normaliZed by scaling to form renor 
maliZed image 80 (lrenmmal). RenormaliZed image 80 and 
structure mask 76 are expanded to form an expanded image 
82 (lexpanded) and an expanded structure mask 83 (Mex 
panded). Differential blending of the expanded image 82 and 
the input image 70 is accomplished via the application of the 
expanded structure mask 83. In addition, a small predeter 
mined fraction of intensity-dependent, uniform random 
noise is added to pixels corresponding to the echogenic 
subregions of the nonstructure region. The purpose of noise 
addition is to mitigate ultrasound speckle. The product of the 
blending process is ?nal ?ltered image 84 (l?nal). 

[0035] In accordance With method disclosed herein, the 
redundancy exploitation of multi-resolution-based tech 
niques is combined With the spatial connectedness of the 
segmentation-based techniques to obtain a robust noise 
reduction With computationally ef?cient implementation. 
More speci?cally, in one embodiment of the invention, the 
host computer (or dedicated processor) of an ultrasound 
imaging system performs a noise-reduction ?ltering algo 
rithm. One embodiment of this algorithm is generally 
depicted in FIG. 4. This algorithm comprises ef?cient 
real-time computations for mitigating noise based on struc 
tures, providing improved image quality at reduced cost, by 
replacing hardWare-based noise reduction techniques that 
are being used to achieve real-time performance but at 
reduced image quality. 

[0036] The ?rst step 120 in the algorithm is to read the 
input data and the parameters that control the ?ltering. The 
parameters include the folloWing: amount of shrinking 
(interp), interpolation type (interpMode), parameters spe 
ci?c to noise reduction (Focus, Edge, EdgeThreshold, 
Blend, edgeBlend). Parameter interp is usually set equal to 
2, but higher values can be used to obtain faster implemen 
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tations if moderate amounts of noise reduction Would be 
suf?cient for the given application. The other parameters can 
be tuned based on the domain knoWledge of the radiologist/ 
radiological technician. By means of this selection of shrink 
ing parameter, specialiZed tuning for larger matrix images is 
not required and therefore, the otherWise laborious tuning 
process is simpli?ed to a large extent. 

[0037] In the preprocessing step 121, the siZe of the input 
raW image Iraw is augmented to prevent loss of data When 
images are shrunk. Since the shrink function requires 
integer values for performing data reduction, image bound 
aries are appropriately padded by mirroring the image data. 

[0038] In step 122, the preprocessed input images are 
shrunk as determined by the parameter interp. The shrink 
function uses average intensity values in non-overlapping 
integer neighborhoods of siZe interp X interp and creates a 
shrunken image lshmnk. HoWever, other sub-sampling tech 
niques can be used. 

[0039] Still referring to FIG. 4, the next step 126 is to 
normaliZe the pixel intensities of the shrunken image to form 
a normaliZed image lnmmal. This step includes reading 
digital values representative of each pixel intensity and 
scaling those intensities over a desired dynamic range. First, 
internal parameters are initialiZed. These parameters include 
the folloWing: iter_number2=10, length=3, areaPercent= 
0.95, folloWer_ratio=0.5, gradAngle=0.35, count_thresh 
old1=2, count_threshold2=2. Second, the maximum (MAX 
_ORIGINAL) and minimum (MIN_ORIGINAL) intensity 
values are determined. Third, the scale is set equal to 
4095 .0/MAX_ORIGINAL. Fourth, the scaled image Inormal 
is obtained using the relation: I=(I— 
MIN_ORIGINAL)*scale. Fifth, the pre-?ltration image is 
saved as I1=I. Sixth, compute the average intensity value 
(MEAN_BEFORE) of 1. The main reason for scaling is to 
make the ?ltering effect independent of the dynamic range 
and the DC offset of the data. 

[0040] The next step 126 in the algorithm is to extract 
structures and non-structures from a given normaliZed 
image, as de?ned by data representative of the individual 
pixels of the image. This is accomplished by determining 
structure and non-structure masks. The folloWing steps are 
used for this purpose. 

[0041] In the ?rst step, a gradient image is computed from 
a blurred or smoothed version of the normaliZed original 
image. Aboxcar smoothing is used in the preferred method. 
Aboxcar ?lter smoothes an image by computing the average 
of a given neighborhood. The kernel is separable and 
ef?cient methods exist for its computation. The length of the 
separable kernel is variable (parameter length) but prefer 
ably set equal to 3 pixels. The kernel is moved horiZontally 
and vertically along the image until each pixel has been 
processed. 

[0042] In the second step, the edge strength threshold is 
computed automatically from the image by means of the 
folloWing computations. 

[0043] (1) At every pixel, compute the X gradient com 
ponent componentX, the Y gradient component compo 
nentY and the resultant gradient as the maximum of the tWo 
components. Compute the direction of the gradient using 
arctan (componentY/componentX). 
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[0044] More speci?cally, the X and Y gradient compo 
nents for each pixel are computed based upon the smoothed 
version of the normalized image. While several techniques 
may be employed for this purpose, 3x3 Sobel modules or 
operators can be employed. As Will be appreciated by those 
skilled in the art, one module is used for identifying the X 
gradient component, While another module is used for 
identifying the Y gradient component of each pixel. In this 
process, the modules are superimposed over the individual 
pixel of interest, With the pixel of interest situated at the 
central position of the 3x3 module. The intensity values 
located at the element locations Within each module are 
multiplied by the scalar value contained in the correspond 
ing element, and the resulting values are summed to arrive 
at the corresponding X and Y gradient components. 

[0045] With these gradient components thus computed, 
the gradient magnitude Gmag and gradient direction Gdir are 
computed. The gradient magnitude for each pixel is equal to 
the higher of the absolute values of the X and Y gradient 
components for the respective pixel. The gradient direction 
is determined by ?nding the arctangent of the Y component 
divided by the X component. For pixels having an X 
component equal to Zero, the gradient direction is assigned 
a value of 31/2. The values of the gradient magnitudes and 
gradient directions for each pixel are saved in memory. 

[0046] It should be noted that alternative techniques may 
be employed for identifying the X and Y gradient compo 
nents and for computing the gradient magnitudes and direc 
tions. For example, those skilled in the art Will recogniZe that 
in place of Sobel gradient modules, other modules such as 
the Roberts or PreWitt operators may be employed. More 
over, the gradient magnitude may be assigned in other 
manners, such as a value equal to the sum of the absolute 
values of the X and Y gradient components. 

[0047] (2) Create the gradient histogram and use the 30 
percentile value as an initial gradient threshold (IGT). 

[0048] More speci?cally, based upon the gradient magni 
tude values, a gradient histogram is generated. The histo 
gram is a bar plot of speci?c populations of pixels having 
speci?c gradient values. These gradient values are indicated 
by positions along a horiZontal axis, While counts of the 
pixel populations for each value are indicated along a 
vertical axis, With each count falling at a discrete level. The 
resulting bar graph forms a step-Wise gradient distribution 
curve. Those skilled in the art Will appreciate that in the 
actual implementation, the histogram need not be repre 
sented graphically, but may be functionally determined by 
the image processing circuitry operating in cooperation With 
values stored in memory circuitry. 

[0049] The histogram is used to identify a gradient thresh 
old value for separating structural components of the image 
from non-structural components. The threshold value is set 
at a desired gradient magnitude level. Pixels having gradient 
magnitudes at or above the threshold value are considered to 
meet a ?rst criterion for de?ning structure in the image, 
While pixels having gradient magnitudes loWer than the 
threshold value are initially considered non-structure. The 
threshold value used to separate structure from non-structure 
is preferably set by an automatic processing or “autofocus” 
routine. HoWever, it should be noted that the threshold value 
may also be set by operator intervention (e.g., via an 
operator interface) or the automatic value identi?ed through 
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the process described beloW may be overridden by the 
operator to provide speci?c information in the resulting 
image. 

[0050] The process for identi?cation of the threshold value 
begins by selecting an initial gradient threshold. This initial 
gradient threshold is conveniently set to a value correspond 
ing to a percentile of the global pixel population, such as 30 
percent. The location along the histogram horiZontal axis of 
the IGT value is thus determined by adding pixel population 
counts from the left-hand edge of the histogram, adjacent to 
the vertical axis and moving toWard the right (i.e., ascending 
in gradient values). Once the desired percentile value is 
reached, the corresponding gradient magnitude is the value 
assigned to the IGT. 

[0051] (3) In the next step, a search is performed for edges 
of the desired structure. In a neighborhood of a pixel Whose 
gradient is greater than the IGT, count the number of pixels 
Which have gradient magnitudes above IGT and Whose 
gradient directions do not differ from the center pixel more 
than a predetermined angle (parameter gradAngle). If the 
count is greater than a predetermined threshold, include the 
current pixel as a relevant edge. 

[0052] (4) In the next step, small or noisy segments 
identi?ed as potential candidates for structure are iteratively 
eliminated by isolating small segments less than a predeter 
mined count using an eight-connected connectivity 
approach. Alternatively, a four-connected connectivity 
approach can be used. 

[0053] (5) Count the number of edge pixels obtained as a 
result and add a fuZZy constant to their number to get a ?nal 
number N. 

[0054] (6) From the gradient histogram, compute the ?nal 
gradient threshold (FGT), Which corresponds to the gradient 
above Which there are N gradient counts. 

[0055] An algorithm to ef?ciently remove small islands of 
high-gradient segments is carried out using a connectivity 
approach as folloWs: (a) Obtain a binary image by thresh 
olding the image based on a gradient value. 

[0056] (b) Start a labeling process on a line-by-line basis 
While incrementing the label index. 

[0057] (c) Merge the connected labels using the four 
connected or eight-connected rule by replacing the current 
label With the loWest index in the neighborhood. This is done 
in an iterative fashion by scanning the binary image top to 
bottom and bottom to top until there are no more regions to 
be merged or a predetermined number of iterations are 
exceeded. 

[0058] (d) Obtain the histogram of indices. 

[0059] (e) Find those index bins that are loWer than a 
predetermined number and set the corresponding pixel in the 
binary image equal to Zero. 

[0060] The resultant binary image Would be the mask, 
Which does not include small segments of high-gradient 
regions. 

[0061] In the third step, after the FGT has been obtained, 
it is scaled by multiplying With a user-selected parameter, 
Focus (e.g., 2.0). In the fourth step, a binary mask image 
M is created such that the pixels are set to 1 if the 

structure 1 
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corresponding pixels in the gradient image (a) have a 
gradient greater than FGT and (b) are located beyond a 
pre-speci?ed distance from the near ?eld An exemplary near 
?eld in a typical sector scan ultrasound image 48 is shoWn 
in FIG. 5. OtherWise the mask is set to 0. 

[0062] In the ?fth step, a second binary mask image 
Mmcmtez is created such that the pixels are set to 1 if the 
corresponding pixels in the gradient image are higher than 
the pre-speci?ed gradient threshold FGT and if the corre 
sponding pixels in the initial intensity image are higher than 
a pre-speci?ed intensity threshold. This is done only for 
pixels located beyond the pre-speci?ed distance from the 
near ?eld. 

[0063] In the sixth step, isolated small segments in the 
binary image less than a predetermined count are eliminated 
using a four-connected connectivity approach. The resultant 
binary image is a mask that includes signi?cant high 
gradient regions but is devoid of small islands of high 
gradient regions. 

[0064] In the seventh step, certain of the isolated regions 
may be recuperated to provide continuity of edges and 
structures using a gradient folloWing approach. If the pixel 
in the gradient image is above a threshold (GFT), Which is 
a predetermined percentage (parameter folloWer_ratio) of 
FGT, and is connected to a pixel that is above FGT, then the 
corresponding pixel in the binary image from the previous 
step is changed from 0 to 1. This gradient folloWing is 
usually carried out recursively and at the end an initial 
classi?cation of pixels is obtained. 

[0065] In the eighth step, the feature edges identi?ed 
through previous steps, representative of candidate struc 
tures in the image, are binary rank order ?ltered to expand 
and de?ne the appropriate Width of contiguous features used 
to de?ne structural elements. Simplistically, if the current 
mask pixel is 1, the neighborhood (e.g., 3><3) pixel count is 
computed. If the pixel count is beloW a countThreshold1 
(e. g., 2), then the current mask pixel is set to 0. If the current 
mask pixel is 0, the neighborhood (e.g., 3><3) pixel count is 
computed. If the pixel count is above a countThreshold2 
(e.g., 2), then the current mask pixel is set to 1. In each 
neighborhood count, pixels in the binary mask having values 
of 1 are counted Within a 3x3 neighborhood surrounding the 
structural pixel of interest. This count includes the pixel of 
interest. The resulting structure mask MStructurel contains 
information identifying structural features of interest and 
non-structural regions. Speci?cally, pixels in structure mask 
MStructurel having a value of 1 are considered to identify 
structure, While pixels having a value of 0 are considered to 
indicate non-structure. This completes the structure identi 
?cation step 126 seen in FIG. 4. 

[0066] After structure in the image has been identi?ed, the 
structure undergoes anisotropic smoothing (step 128) fol 
loWed by anisotropic sharpening (step 132). In parallel With 
anisotropic smoothing of the structure identi?ed Within the 
image, isotropic smoothing of non-structure is performed 
(step 130). The details of these steps are as folloWs. 

[0067] The anisotropic smoothing comprises conventional 
orientation smoothing. A region With structures is ?ltered to 
extract dominant orientation. The method involves itera 
tively ?ltering the structure by a 3x1 smoothing kernel along 
the dominant direction in a given neighborhood, Which 
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Would be the direction of majority of the local minimum 
variances in that neighborhood. This process has the ten 
dency to bridge gaps and the amount is controlled by a 
parameter. The iterations are performed a set number of 
times (e.g., 3). 
[0068] Each iteration is accomplished using the folloWing 
steps. The structure region is scanned and a local orientation 
map is obtained by assigning one of four orientation num 
bers, i.e., 1 for 45 degrees, 2 for 135 degrees, 3 for 90 
degrees and 4 for 0 degree. The structure region is scanned 
again and the dominant orientation at any point is deter 
mined by counting the number of different orientations in a 
neighborhood. The orientation getting the maximum number 
of counts is the dominant orientation. As a further re?ne 
ment, both the dominant direction and its orthogonal direc 
tion are used to make a consistency decision. This substan 
tially improves the robustness of dominant orientation 
determination in the sense of being consistent With the 
human visual system. 

[0069] The consistency decision is made if one of the 
folloWing conditions is met: (1) The orientation getting 
maximum counts is greater than a pre-speci?ed percentage 
(e.g., 0.67) of the total neighborhood counts, and the 
orthogonal orientation gets the minimum counts. (2) The 
orientation getting maximum counts is greater than a smaller 
percentage (e.g., 0.44) of the total neighborhood counts, and 
the orthogonal orientation gets the minimum count, and the 
ratio of the dominant count and its orthogonal count is 
greater than a pre-speci?ed number (e.g., 5). (3) The ratio of 
dominant orientation count to its orthogonal orientation 
count is greater than 10. 

[0070] Smoothing (3><1) is performed along the direction 
that gets the most number of counts in that neighborhood. 
Using a relaxation parameter provided in the algorithm, the 
dominant orientation smoothing can be minimiZed While 
preserving small high-frequency structures. 

[0071] The orientation sharpening function (step 132 in 
FIG. 4) is performed only on orientation-?ltered structure 
pixels that have gradients above a pre-speci?ed limit, e.g., 
2(FGT). The speci?c steps are the folloWing: (1) First, the 
maximum directional edge strength image is obtained. The 
one-dimensional Laplacian of the image at every pixel in 
each of the four directions mentioned above is obtained 
using the equation: E(k)=2.0*I(k)-I—1)—I(k+1), Where the 
index “k” refers to the current location (i.e., the pixel of 
interest) along a given direction, E(k) is the edge strength, 
and I(k) is the intensity value at the pixel. After computing 
all four edge strengths at a given pixel, the maximum 
directional edge strength is determined and used in subse 
quent steps as the edge strength E(x,y) at that location. This 
process is continued for all pixels in the image. It should be 
noted that the border pixels in a given image have to be 
treated differently and are set equal to Zero for the subse 
quent steps. 

[0072] (2) The next function is to smooth along the edges 
of E(x,y). The steps needed for this are the same as before. 
Each pixel is compared to minimum and maximum thresh 
old values Pixels that exceed the maximum threshold value 
are set equal to the maximum threshold value. LikeWise, 
pixels Which are less than the minimum threshold value are 
set equal to the minimum threshold value. More speci?cally, 
the smoothed edge strength image is referred herein as 
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ES(x,y). If ES(x,y)*Edge>EdgeThreshold, then We set ES(x, 
y)=EdgeThreshold. Alternatively, if ES(x,y)*Edge<— 
EdgeThreshold, then We set ES(x,y)=—EdgeThreshold (e.g., 
Edge=0.3; EdgeThreshold=50). 
[0073] (3) The resulting Weighted values are added to the 
initial ?ltered values for the corresponding structural pixel to 
form a neW ?ltered image: I(x,y)=I(x,y)+ES(x,y). 

[0074] (4) Each pixel is compared to both minimum and 
maximum threshold values. For example, I(x,y) is set to 0.0 
if it is negative and to 4095.0 if it is greater than 4095.0. This 
upper limit is con?gurable to any number greater than Zero. 
The effect of these operations is to more strongly enhance 
Weaker edges While providing a more limited enhancement 
to edges that are already strong. 

[0075] In parallel With orientation smoothing of the struc 
ture identi?ed Within the image, homogeniZation smoothing 
of non-structure is performed (step 130 in FIG. 4). The 
homogeniZing smoothing step consists of iteratively loW 
pass ?ltering the nonstructure region With a 3x3 kernel. The 
iterations are done for a set number of times (e. g., iter_num 
ber2=10) so that there is no structural information and only 
the gradual intensity variations remain. 

[0076] More speci?cally, the normaliZed intensity values 
for non-structural pixels are considered in this process. The 
mean neighborhood intensity value for each nonstructural 
pixel is computed (taking into account the normaliZed values 
of structural pixels Where these are included in the neigh 
borhood considered). This computation is performed based 
on a 3x3 neighborhood surrounding each non-structural 
pixel. This mean value is assigned to the pixel of interest. A 
determination is then made Whether a desired number of 
iterations has been completed. If not, further homogeniZa 
tion of the non-structural pixel intensity values is carried out. 
Once the desired number of iterations has been completed, 
the homogeniZation smoothing routine is exited. In one 
embodiment, the operator may set the number of homog 
eniZation smoothing iterations from a range of 1 to 10. 

[0077] FolloWing orientation sharpening of the structural 
features of the image and homogeniZation smoothing of 
non-structure regions, the entire image is again renormaliZed 
(step 134 in FIG. 4). While various methods may be used for 
this renormaliZation, in the disclosed embodiment the global 
average pixel intensity in the ?ltered image is computed, and 
a normaliZation factor is determined based upon the differ 
ence betWeen this average value and the average value prior 
to the ?ltration steps described above. The neW normaliZed 
intensity value for each pixel is then determined by multi 
plying this normaliZation factor by the ?ltered pixel inten 
sity, and adding the global minimum intensity value from the 
original data to the product. 

[0078] More speci?cally, the folloWing operations are 
performed: (1) compute average pixel intensity 
(MEAN_AFTER) in the ?ltered image I?1tered(x,y); (2) 
compute the normaliZation factor NORM_FACTOR= 
MEAN_BEFORE/MEAN_AFTER; and (3) compute the 
normaliZed image using: I?lmed(x,y)=(l?ltmd(x,y)* NORM 
_FACTOR)+MIN_ORIGINAL, Where MIN_ORIGINAL is 
the minimum intensity of the original image. 

[0079] The resulting renormaliZed image Irenorrnal is then 
expanded (step 135) by the same factor, interp, by Which the 
input image Iraw Was shrunk. The structure masks M structure 1 
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and Mstructurez are also expanded by the same factor. Various 
suitable interpolation techniques may be used to accomplish 
this expansion. The products of the expansion step are 
expanded structure mask Mexpandedl and Mexpandedz, and an 
expanded image lexpanded, each With the same dimensions as 
the original input image ImW. The interpolation method is 
preferably bicubic for the raW renormaliZed image to pro 
vide a good compromise betWeen computational ef?ciency 
and interpolated image quality and bilinear for the binary 
masks. 

[0080] In step 136, the interpolated, ?ltered image IeXpand 
ed(x,y) and the pre-?ltration image ImW(x, ) are blended 
using the equation: ImW(x,y)=ot*(IeXpanded(x,y) ImW(x,y))+ 
ImW(x,y) if Mstmctmel(x,y)=0, Where 0t is a user-selected 
parameter Blend such that 0<ot<1; else I?na1(x,y)=[3*(IeXpand 
ed(X’y) IraW(X>y))+IraW(X>y) Mstructure1(X>y)=1> Where [3 is a 
user-selected parameter edgeBlend such that 0<[3<1. 

[0081] In addition, noise blending is performed. In step 
136 of the algorithm, high frequencies are introduced by 
adding very small amount of intensity-dependent, uniform 
random noise to the interpolated image to produce a visually 
pleasing effect. The amount of noise addition is dependent 
on Whether Mstmctmez(x,y) is 1 or 0. The preferred amount 
of added noise is usually less than 5% of the intensity of the 
?ltered pixel. 

[0082] The ?nal result I?nal in then saved for display or any 
other intended use. The host computer may either output the 
?nal image to the display monitor or may enhance the ?nal 
image before outputting to the display monitor. Such addi 
tional enhancement may take the form of non-uniformity 
equaliZation folloWed by contrast enhancement. Although 
the embodiments have been described With reference to 
image ?ltering by a host computer, it Will be appreciated by 
persons skilled in the art that, in the alternative, the enhanced 
image frame could be generated by dedicated hardWare. 

[0083] While the invention has been described With ref 
erence to preferred embodiments, it Will be understood by 
those skilled in the art that various changes may be made and 
equivalents may be substituted for elements thereof Without 
departing from the scope of the invention. In addition, many 
modi?cations may be made to adapt a particular situation to 
the teachings of the invention Without departing from the 
essential scope thereof. Therefore, it is intended that the 
invention not be limited to the particular embodiment dis 
closed as the best mode contemplated for carrying out this 
invention, but that the invention Will include all embodi 
ments falling Within the scope of the appended claims. 

[0084] As used in the claims, the term “computer” means 
any programmable data processing device or system of 
intercommunicating programmable data processing devices 
capable of performing computations in accordance With a 
program. In particular, the term “computer” includes, but is 
not limited to, dedicated processors and general-purpose 
computers. 

1. An ultrasound imaging system comprising a data acqui 
sition system for acquiring acoustic data, an image processor 
for converting acoustic data into a set of pixel intensity 
values for each image, a display monitor for displaying 
images, and a computer programmed to perform the folloW 
ing steps: 
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(a) shrinking an initial image by a predetermined factor to 
produce a shrunken image; 

(b) creating a ?rst binary mask as a function of Whether 
pixels of said shrunken image have gradients greater 
than a gradient threshold and locations more than a 
predetermined distance from a near ?eld in said 
shrunken image; 

(c) ?ltering pixels corresponding to structural components 
in said shrunken image in accordance With a ?rst 
?ltering algorithm, said structural components being 
identi?ed by said ?rst binary mask; 

(d) ?ltering pixels corresponding to non-structural com 
ponents in said shrunken image in accordance With a 
second ?ltering algorithm different than said ?rst ?l 
tering algorithm, said non-structural components being 
identi?ed by said ?rst binary mask 

(e) expanding said ?ltered image and said ?rst binary 
mask by said predetermined factor to produce an 
expanded image and a ?rst expanded binary mask; 

(f) blending one or more selected regions of the expanded 
image With a corresponding region or regions of the 
initial image, said blending being a function of said ?rst 
binary mask; 

(g) adding uniform random noise to one or more selected 
echogenic nonstructural regions of the expanded 
image; and 

(h) outputting a ?nal image to said display monitor, said 
?nal image being derived by performing at least steps 

(a) through 2. The system as recited in claim 1, Wherein said blending 
step comprises blending one or more selected structural 
regions of the expanded image With a corresponding region 
or regions of the initial image 

3. The system as recited in claim 1, Wherein said blending 
step comprises blending one or more selected non-structural 
regions of the expanded image With a corresponding region 
or regions of the initial image 

4. The system as recited in claim 2, Wherein said blending 
step further comprises blending one or more selected non 
structural regions of the expanded image With a correspond 
ing region or regions of the initial image 

5. The system as recited in claim 1, further comprising the 
folloWing steps: 

creating a second binary mask as a function of Whether 
pixels of said shrunken image have gradients greater 
than said gradient threshold and intensities greater than 
a predetermined intensity level; and 

expanding said second binary mask by said predetermined 
factor to produce a second expanded binary mask, 

Wherein uniform random noise is added as a function of 
said second binary mask. 

6. The system as recited in claim 5, Wherein the amount 
of noise added is less than 5% of the intensity of a ?ltered 
pixel. 

7. The system as recited in claim 1, Wherein said step of 
shrinking is accomplished using a sub-sampling technique. 

8. The system as recited in claim 7, Wherein said sub 
sampling technique comprises the step of pixel averaging in 
a kernel. 
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9. The system as recited in claim 1, Wherein said ?rst 
?ltering algorithm comprises an orientation smoothing func 
tion that is performed only on structure pixels. 

10. The system as recited in claim 9, Wherein said ?rst 
?ltering algorithm further comprises an orientation sharp 
ening function that is performed only on orientation-?ltered 
structure pixels that have gradients above a pre-speci?ed 
limit. 

11. The system as recited in claim 1, Wherein said second 
?ltering algorithm comprises iteratively loW-pass ?ltering 
the non-structure regions With a kernel. 

12. The system as recited in claim 1, Wherein said step of 
expanding is accomplished using interpolation. 

13. The system as recited in claim 12, Wherein said 
?ltered image is expanded using bicubic interpolation and 
said ?rst binary mask is expanded using bilinear interpola 
tion. 

14. The system as recited in claim 1, Wherein said 
blending step is performed With different proportions for 
different selected regions. 

15. A method for ?ltering an ultrasound image, compris 
ing the folloWing steps: 

(a) shrinking an initial image by a, predetermined factor 
to produce a shrunken image; 

(b) creating a ?rst binary mask as a function of Whether 
pixels of said shrunken image have gradients greater 
than a gradient threshold and locations more than a 
predetermined distance from a near ?eld in said 
shrunken image; 

(c) ?ltering pixels corresponding to structural components 
in said shrunken image in accordance With a ?rst 
?ltering algorithm, said structural components being 
identi?ed by said ?rst binary mask; 

(d) ?ltering pixels corresponding to non-structural com 
ponents in said shrunken image in accordance With a 
second ?ltering algorithm different than said ?rst ?l 
tering algorithm, said non-structural components being 
identi?ed by said ?rst binary mask 

(e) expanding said ?ltered image and said ?rst binary 
mask by said predetermined factor to produce an 
expanded image and a ?rst expanded binary mask; 

(f) blending one or more selected regions of the expanded 
image With a corresponding region or regions of the 
initial image, said blending being a function of said ?rst 
binary mask; and 

(g) adding uniform random noise to one or more selected 
echogenic nonstructural regions of the expanded image 
to form a ?nal image suitable for display or further 
image enhancement. 

16. The method as recited in claim 15, further comprising 
the folloWing steps: 

creating a second binary mask as a function of Whether 
pixels of said shrunken image have gradients greater 
than said gradient threshold and intensities greater than 
a predetermined intensity level; and 

expanding said second binary mask by said predetermined 
factor to produce a second expanded binary mask, 

Wherein uniform random noise is added as a function of 
said second binary mask. 
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17. The method as recited in claim 16, Wherein the 
amount of noise added is less than 5% of the intensity of a 
?ltered pixel. 

18. The method as recited in claim 15, Wherein said ?rst 
?ltering algorithm comprises an orientation smoothing func 
tion that is performed only on structure pixels. 

19. The method as recited in claim 18, Wherein said ?rst 
?ltering algorithm further comprises an orientation sharp 
ening function that is performed only on orientation-?ltered 
structure pixels-that have gradients above a pre-speci?ed 
limit. 

20. The method as recited in claim 15, Wherein said 
second ?ltering algorithm comprises iteratively loW-pass 
?ltering the non-structure regions With a kernel. 

21. The method as recited in claim 15, Wherein said step 
of expanding is accomplished using interpolation. said ?l 
tered image being expanded using bicubic interpolation and 
said ?rst binary mask being expanded using bilinear inter 
polation. 

22. The method as recited in claim 15, Wherein said 
blending step is performed With different proportions for 
different selected regions. 

23. An ultrasound image ?lter comprising: 

means for shrinking an initial image by a predetermined 
factor to produce a shrunken image; 

means for orientation smoothing pixels corresponding to 
structural components in said shrunken image; 

means for iteratively loW-pass ?ltering pixels correspond 
ing to non-structural components in said shrunken 
image; 

means for expanding said ?ltered image by said prede 
termined factor to produce an expanded image; 

means for blending one or more selected regions of the 
expanded image With a corresponding region or regions 
of the initial image, said blending being a function of 
Whether the corresponding pixel of said shrunken 
image has a gradient greater than a gradient threshold 
and a location more than a predetermined distance from 
a near ?eld in said shrunken image; and 

means for adding uniform random noise to one or more 
selected echogenic non-structural regions of the 
expanded image to form a ?nal image suitable for 
display or further image enhancement. 

24. The ?lter as recited in claim 23, further comprising: 

means for creating a binary mask as a function of Whether 
pixels of said shrunken image have gradients greater 
than said gradient threshold and intensities greater than 
a predetermined intensity level; and 

means for expanding said binary mask by said predeter 
mined factor to produce an expanded binary mask, 

Wherein said means for adding uniform random noise 
adds noise as a function of said binary mask. 

25. The ?lter as recited in claim 24, Wherein the amount 
of noise added is less than 5% of the intensity of a ?ltered 
pixel. 

26. A method for ?ltering an ultrasound image, compris 
ing the folloWing steps: 
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shrinking an initial image by a predetermined factor to 
produce a shrunken image; 

orientation smoothing pixels corresponding to structural 
components in said shrunken image; 

iteratively loW-pass ?ltering pixels corresponding to non 
structural components in said shrunken image; 

expanding said ?ltered image by said predetermined 
factor to produce an expanded image; 

blending one or more selected regions of the expanded 
image With a corresponding region or regions of the 
initial image, said blending being a function of Whether 
the corresponding pixel of said shrunken image has a 
gradient greater than a gradient threshold and a location 
more than a predetermined distance from a near ?eld in 
said shrunken image; and 

adding uniform random noise to one or more selected 
echogenic non-structural regions of the expanded 
image to form a ?nal image suitable for display or 
further image enhancement. 

27. A method for mitigating speckle in an ultrasound 
image, comprising the folloWing steps: 

creating a binary mask having a ?rst value binary value 
for each pixel of an image that satis?es a ?rst condition 
of having a gradient greater than a gradient threshold 
and a second condition of having an intensity greater 
than a predetermined intensity level, and a second 
binary value for each pixel that does not meet both said 
?rst and second conditions; and 

adding uniform random noise to each pixel of said image 
that corresponds to a pixel in said binary mask having 
said ?rst binary value and not adding noise to other 
pixels of said image. 

28. An ultrasound imaging system comprising a data 
acquisition system for acquiring acoustic data, an image 
processor for converting acoustic data into a set of pixel 
intensity values for each image, a display monitor for 
displaying images, and a computer programmed to perform 
the folloWing steps: 

(a) creating a binary mask having a ?rst value binary 
value for each pixel of an image that satis?es a ?rst 
condition of having a gradient greater than a gradient 
threshold and a second condition of having an intensity 
greater than a predetermined intensity level, and a 
second binary value for each pixel that does not meet 
both said ?rst and second conditions; 

(b) adding uniform random noise to each pixel of said 
image that corresponds to a pixel in said binary mask 
having said ?rst binary value and not adding noise to 
other pixels of said image; and 

(c) outputting a ?nal image to said display monitor, said 
?nal image being derived by performing at least steps 
(a) and 


